Here we develop thermodynamic (TQ0) calculations based on cluster-variation solutions to a configurational Hamiltonian whose interaction energies are St to T=0 total-energy calculations. This shows that (iv) significant CuPt~ordering persists to 1500 K not only for the equimolar Ga051no. sP alloy, but also at other compositions, e.g. , Gao, 7lnp, 3P; (v) the cation-terminated surface couples to the fourth layer in such a way as to select the correct three-dimensional CuPtz structure; (vi) once formed, the two-dimensional CuPt~layers near the surface are remarkably stable towards atomic swaps; (vii) a flat surface leads to a sufliciently small coupling between cation layers so that either of the two CuPt~variants can form. We conclude that the main features of the observed ordering can be explained as a thermodynamically stable phase at growth temperatures of either the surface or the erst few subsurface layers, depending on how deeply into the alloy atomic mobilities remain su%ciently large.
The ordering patterns observed can be described as short-period (AC)z/(BC)z superlattices in orientation C and repeat period p. They include (i) the CuAu- I structure (p = 1, C = [001] ) seen in Alp. sGap sAs (Ref. . l) and Ino sGaa sAs/InP,~s (ii) the chalcopyrite structure (p= 2, C = [201] 22 and in the technologically attractive possibility of tuning alloy band gaps at fixed composition through ordering. ' To clarify the origins of ordering, first-principles total-energy and phasediagram calculations were initially conducted for (i) three-dimensional (3D) bulk ordered structures s and alloys, and (ii) 3D epitaxial superlattices and alloys coherent with a substrate.
These calculations showed that, for alloys with lattice mismatch between the constituents, the T=O lowest-energy 3D bulk configuration corresponds to phase separation, followed by the chalcopyrite structure and then the random alloy, with the energy of the CuPt structure being considerably higher still. Metastable chalcopyrite ordering was predicted to occur below a critical temperature in the range 200-500 K (depending on the system). The lowest-energy 3D epitanal structure is chalcopyrite, again with CuPt being considerably higher in energy. Since the observeds '1 CuPt phase is not the ground state in any of these calculations, it was suggested that this type of ordering could be driven by surface thermodynamic rather than bulk thermodynamic effects. In mixed-anion alloys (e.g. , GaAstt, sSbp s) the CuPt~variant requires dimers between unlike atoms (i.e., As-Sb) on anion-terminated surfaces, while the CuPtA variant requires dimers between like atoms (i.e., As-As and Sb-Sb). Murgatroyd, Nor- man, and Booker suggested that ordering in mixedanion alloys is related to an energetic preference at the surface for mixed (e.g. , As-Sb) dimers. This would give the observed variant provided that the mixed dimers are oriented with the same sense. However, in mixed-cation alloys, the CuPtB variant in cation-terminated surfaces requires dimers between like atoms (e.g. , Ga-Ga and InIn), while the CuPtA variant requires dimers between unlike atoms (e.g. , Ga-In) . Hence, the observed ordering of Gait slntt sP cannot be explained by the mechanism proposed by Murgatroyd, Norman, and Booker. Froyen (a) and (b) reconstructed, cation-terminated Gao zino sP; and (c) and (d) reconstructed, anion-terminated Gao.&In0.5P. Top views of ideal cation positions at the surface and in layers m = 1, 2, and 3 are given in (a) and (c 
B. Direct calculation of configurational energies
For each 3D structure Z, we calculated the excess energy of Eq. (3) using the method described by Bernard, Froyen, and Zunger. The basic principle involved is that, whereas the energy-minimizing geometry of the topsurface layer (exhibiting dimerization, buckling, and tilting) can be accurately determined only by minimizing the total electronic plus elastic energy [described here using the local-density approximation (LDA)], the geometry of "buried" subsurface layers represents largely the elastic response of atoms in these layers to the constraints placed on them by the structure of the top surface. Thus, for structures consisting of a monolayer of '22) indicate that the 2x2 geometry of dimerized, buckled and tilted dimers [shown in our Fig. 1(b) ] is preferred. Within that geometry, the CPBq structure [see Table I and Fig. 1(a) ], where two In atoms occupy the upper dimer, is energetically favored by 84 meV over the next-lowest-energy structure, namely, CH1.
(c) For anion-terminated surfaces, reconstruction of the P atoms -with dimerization and buckling as shown in Fig. 1(d) -also lowers the energy. zi However, the anion surfaces are still metallic; it is possible that a 4 x 2 cell produces a lower-energy semiconducting surface. Within the 2 x 2 cell, the CH and CP~structures of the first subsurface layer (m= 1) [see Table I and Fig. 1(c (ii) The first-neighbor pairs along the [110] and [110] directions are associated with interaction Jz (m) and J2 (m), respectively, whereas the second-neighbor [110] pairs (along [100] [jt]
where i, j, k, and I denote sites on sublattices ci~, P qadi, and b, indicated in Fig. 1 Fig. 3 ). In Table IV Fig. 4 that interlayer interactions stabilize the chalcopyrite structure but raise the energy of the CuPt structure. This is in agreement with the eH'ect of interlayer interactions obtained from the cluster expansion [Eq. (8) and Tables II and IV] (a) Having established a mapping between a large set of directly calculated energies and a cluster expansion (Sec. IV E) and having tested its convergence and completeness at T = 0 (Sec. V B), we can now obtain the finite-temperature thermodynamics of the configurational Hamiltonian.
S. Eit of subsurface layer JIamiltonians
The thermodynamics of the unreconstructed and the 2 x 2 reconstructed surfaces, with the interaction parameters of Table III , is obtained by minimizing the free en«gy Fo = 'Ro -TSo with respect to the average spin products II~(cr). For the unreconstructed surface we use the model of an anisotropic square lattice (equivalent to the rectangular lattice), while for the reconstructed surface we use the model of 2 x oo independent rows. The square approximation of the cluster-variation method (CVM) (Ref. 61) was used to get the thermodynamics in both cases. This statistical treatment is described in the Appendix.
The CVM approximation correctly takes into account the correlations inside the basic cluster (i.e. , a square) and treats additional correlations in an approximate form that is exact only for onedimensional chains or quasi-1D rows of width not larger than the size of the basic cluster. When the CVM square approximat, ion is applied to the ferromagnetic isotropic Ising square lattice, a critical temperature that is 6.9% (a) Fig. 5(a) dashed line) and of the In occupation probabilities c" of the four sublattices v = n, P, y, and b in the unreconstructed cation-terminated surface. Note that g~--1 at T = 0 and g~= 0 after the system undergoes a phase transition to the disordered phase. We find a transition temperature T, = 146 K [ Fig. 6(a) For the top surface, Jp(0) is only -2.3 meV (Table III) and the random configuration is therefore very close to phase separation for all x. Fig. 5 ) are found at z = 0,1/4, 1/2, 3/4, and 1. They correspond to some of the z = 1/4 and z = 1/2 structures of Table I 
